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PROJECT ABSTRACT  

Over the last 10 years, Bhutan has faced a lot of challenges related to Human-elephant Conflict. 

Samtse District has seen a lot of cases including loss of human lives. The farmers work hard all 

year growing crops for their livelihoods only to lose to elephants. This has led farmers to 

abandon their fields to look for other alternative livelihood options. But, there are farmers who 

have no options than to risk their lives and work in the field for their family livelihood. It is this 

kind of situation which leads to killing of elephants by the locals to protect their crops while 

some poach elephants for tusk.  

These issues have added pressure to the conservationist to protect our treasure-elephants 

while consoling people for their loss. For this reason, we have shifted our strategy to protect the 

endangered species by involving our local communities and reduce HEC by 50% by 2018. 

 

ONE-PAGE TECHNICAL SUMMARY  

Samtse Forest Division has received funding assistance from IEF for Asian Elephants in the 

field of Conservation, Education and Habitat Maintenance in the year 2016-2017. The project 

received approximately US $9,433.00 which was used in the most efficient way which IEF must 

be aware of and have made a big difference in the field of Elephant Conservation and Education 

in Samtse District of Bhutan. The division has been really grateful to IEF for this support. Since 

the project grant from IEF is in annual base, Samtse Forest Division has once again appraise 

IEF for funding for the calendar year 2018 on same theme and help the division to educate our 

local illiterate farmers and their responsibility to protect elephants. 

Samtse District has recorded one of the maximum numbers of Human-elephant conflict cases 

and the challenges to forestry personnel to protect the endangered species within Samtse 

region have become even greater. We the conservationist seek local assistance to protect this 

species through educating them on importance of wildlife and providing them with field gears to 

help the limited number of forestry staff in the fields to protect the elephants. 

By looking at the damage incidence trends of human elephant conflict in Samtse, it can be said 

that the elephants enter Bhutan seasonally and are not resident elephants of Bhutan. It can also 

be said from the damage reports that most of these elephants are forced into the agricultural 

fields because of habitat degradation and unavailability of forage in the forest across the border 

in India. As the elephants cross over into the greener habitat in Bhutan, they pass through the 

villages and opportunistically raid crops on their way forth and back between Bhutan and India. 

Only a few of them of have been observed to be habitual crop raiders, raiding crops at night and 

resting in the nearby forests during the day. 

Another reason for the increase in damage incidences is the resettlement programs that our 

government undertook in the late 1990's to mid 2000. This program was an effort of the 

government to resettle farmers from remote far-flung villages in the mountains to the more fertile 

plains in the south. The new farmers in the south, unaware of the elephant habits and habitats, 

started clearing the forests and bushes, and started planting crops preferred by elephants, albeit 

without advance knowledge of the consequences of attracting elephants by planting such crops. 

The introduction of certain methods of food storage and local alcohol brewing by these newly 
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settled farmers also contributed to some extent the increase in elephants entering these 

villages. These observations are very important for understanding the conflict and also in 

bringing possible solutions to human-elephant conflict in the target areas. 

The primary focus of this project was to reduce HEC (human-elephant conflict) and reduce the 

loss of both elephant and human life, at the same time, improving habitat and development 

planning to support sustainable conservation of elephant populations. By protecting habitat for 

elephants, we will also be providing habitat protection for a myriad of other native species. The 

focus area for this project, Samtse District of Bhutan, is home to a wide range of flora and fauna 

within a key landscape that is part of the larger Eastern Himalaya World Biodiversity Hotspot 

Region. The impacts of this project are expected to be high for elephant conservation as well as 

the conservation of lesser known species. 

 

PROJECT RATIONALE 

The human-elephant conflict has taken the spotlight and is continuously on rise in Bhutan since 

the last decade. The rise in conflict is mainly attributed by habitat fragmentation and conversion 

of forest land into agricultural field due to resettlement program in Samtse District. The project is 

targeted towards mitigating human-elephant conflict in Samtse District of Bhutan which is 

identified as one of the natural habitat of Asian Elephant in the Country. Although, the district 

has very less resident elephants, it is known to be home for migratory elephant from the 

neighboring state of India. 

One of the immediate interventions required to bring down the human-elephant conflict 

incidences is to put additional effort to improve the animal’s habitat and movement corridors. 

Together with habitat improvement works, mobilizing communities to participate in such 

conservation activities should also be focused. In the interest of elephant conservation and 

securing livelihood of the local communities, it is essential to initiate programs which serve the 

dual purpose of saving elephants as well as agricultural crops and property of the local 

residents. This project titled “Human-Elephant Conflict Mitigation through Habitat 

Improvement and Awareness” is mainly aimed at providing relief to the local communities 

living in the conflict prone areas of Samtse District through effective human-elephant conflict 

mitigation means and involvement of local people in conserving this majestic animal. The 

proposed project, through educational and awareness programs to students, will also contribute 

towards educating the potential future conservationist in the field of elephant conservation and 

conflict management.  

Similar project was funded by the International Elephant Foundation in the 2016 titled 

“Community based Elephant Conservation” with a total grant amount of US $9,433 and the 

activities carried out through that project has seen a very impressive success in mitigating 

human-elephant conflict in Samtse and encouraged community mobilization towards conserving 

elephants and its habitat.  Owing to the success of the past project, this project is being 

proposed with a broader objective of integrating community support and strengthening past 

initiative through the experiences gained while carrying out that project. This project is also 

proposed with the aim to sustain the conservation efforts that were put in the past year and 

bridge the gaps between various activities that were already being implemented.   
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PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

GOAL 1: The project goal is to reduce Human-elephant Conflict in Samtse Region by 

50%. 

Objectives  

1.1. To strengthen existing Quick Response Team for better management of Human-

elephant Conflict. 

1.2. To initiate long term human-elephant conflict mitigation measures through integration 

of available knowledge on elephant behavior. 

 

Objective 1.1: To strengthen existing Quick Response Team for better management of Human-

Elephant Conflict. 

Activity 1.1.1: Strengthen existing Quick Response Team through skills development. 

Activity 1.1.2: Increase enrollment of new members into Quick Response Team. 

Activity 1.1.3: Buying of new uniform field dress for Quick Response Team members 

with IEF logo printed. 

 

Objective 1.2: To initiate long term human-elephant conflict mitigation measures through 

integration of available knowledge on elephant behavior. 

Activity 1.2.1: Plantation of Citrus trees in identified conflict prone areas. 

 

GOAL 2: Upgrade Elephant conservation program through habitat improvement and 

conservation awareness 

Objectives 

2.1. To enhance elephant conservation program through habitat improvement and 

enrichment. 

2.2. To upscale elephant conservation efforts by adequate educational and community 

awareness programs. 

 

Objective 2.1: To enhance elephant conservation program through habitat improvement and 

enrichment. 

Activity 2.1.1: Create salt licks for elephants 

Activity 2.1.2: Plantation of bamboos and grass species to increase available forage 

areas 

 

Objective 2.2: To upscale elephant conservation efforts by adequate educational and 

community awareness programs. 

Activity 2.2.1: Organize educational and awareness programs in schools.  

Activity 2.2.2: Conduct awareness camp on elephant conservation to local people. 
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PROPOSED ACTIVITIES AND ITS OUTCOME 

Objective 1.1: To strengthen existing Quick Response Team for better management of 

Human-Elephant Conflict. 

Proposed Activity 1.1.1: Strengthen existing Quick Response Team through skills 

development. 

Samtse Forest Division has already established Quick Response Team in every affected village. 

However, recruitment of more members is felt necessary for its effective functioning and also to 

enable the teams from different villages to work together during the time of conflict situations. 

The basic requirement of the Quick Response Teams will be to respond to crop and home 

raiding by elephants and provide leadership for community projects to reduce human-elephant 

conflict while promoting elephant conservation at the same time. Members of the QRTs will be 

trained on how to drive away the elephants and also how to prevent damages to crops and 

property in event of conflicts in villages. This team has to be trained on elephant behaviors and 

also on methods of coexistence with elephants in order to accomplish this goal without 

triggering elephant disturbance that may actually prove counterproductive.  

To ensure sustainability of this arrangement, the Quick Response Team later will be built as an 

integral part of Community Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC) that would support the 

funding through fund collection mechanisms from each household for their service and also as 

donations under the crop insurance program. By-laws for CECC will also be drawn between the 

Samtse Forest Division and the villager to encourage membership to protect elephants in their 

areas while the CECC by-laws will help them to receive certain amount of money as insurance 

for the crops lost to the elephants during harvesting season. This idea is mainly to encourage 

farmers to refrain from harming elephants and help them co-exist with the animal. 

Achievement 

In order to effectively respond to conflict situations at night, the QRTs were provided with search 

lights. The members were trained on the basics of elephant behaviors and also the art of driving 

away elephants from the vicinity of agricultural fields and properties. They were trained on the 

chain of commands that they need to follow while carrying out the response activities in the 

field. This was mainly done in order to effectively implement the rescue and response activities, 

and moreover to assist the limited number of forestry officials in the Division. This activity helped 

accomplish the goal of human-elephant coexistence with mutual benefit to both animals and 

humans. The training was imparted for a period of 4 days with additional two day dedicated to 

necessary amendments in the by-laws of CECC. Various issues were discussed before 

integration of QRT into the CECC framework for its long-term sustainability.  

 

In 2016, QRTs was first initiated with the funding support of IEF with a total member of 64. 

However, over the period of two years, the number of members in the QRT was reduced to 30 

members due to lack of financial support and leadership especially in terms of enforcing the 

program in the field. Moreover, most of the members resigned from the QRT due to lack of 

human resources at home. Therefore, the training was imparted to only 30 existing members 

along with new recruited members to QRT.  
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The Community Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC) by-laws were amended in close 

consultation with the locals of affected villages. The by-law outlines the responsibilities of all the 

members and the QRT members. It details the sustainability arrangement as well as the overall 

administration and management of the Committee. The incorporation of Quick Response Team 

into the CECC framework is being done mainly to strengthen the response activities as well as 

mobilize the community optimally to achieve the set goals of the program. The integration of 

QRT into the CECC is also to delegate responsibilities and ownership of the program. 

 

Image 1: QRT members in newly issued uniform after the training with the Head of Local 
Government 

 

Image 2: QRT members (new and existing) with uniform (printed with IEF logo) 
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Proposed Activity 1.1.2: Increase enrollment of new members into Quick Response 

Team. 

One of the project’s aims is to expand the enrollment of members in Quick Response Team. 

This will indirectly create a community force with the help of which this program will achieve 

success to a greater extend. Therefore, besides strengthening the existing QRT through skill 

development, new members of the communities will be encouraged to join the team as a part of 

community mobilization towards reducing Human-Elephant Conflict. An approximate of 20 new 

members will be enrolled to the existing QRT for communities which fall within the elephant 

corridor. Upon the enrollment, the new members will be trained on various skills required for the 

purpose through training workshops. 

 

Achievement 

As a part of community mobilization efforts towards reducing Human-Elephant Conflict, new 

members from the communities were encouraged to join the QRT. Increasing the members of 

the QRT will help strengthen the team and hence, create visible impact in terms of mitigating the 

conflict as well as responding to conflict situations more effectively. One of the visible changes 

seen in the enrollment is that few women also showed interest in being the member of the QRT. 

This has been one of the most promising outcomes of the project which effectively tried to 

narrow the gender imbalance in such activities.  

 

A total of 35 members were recruited into the existing Quick Response Team. The response 

teams were organized into smaller groups depending on the place of their residence. This was 

mainly done in order to spread across the members in different localities so that response 

activities can be carried out immediately. Moreover, a team leader from each groups were 

identified to help mobilize the members from the respective villages as well as coordinate with 

members from nearby villages in the event of higher magnitude conflict.  The new members 

were also provided with necessary training to enhance their skills and were also provided with 

field gears along with old QRT members. The issuance of field gears helped us empower the 

members which enabled them to take responsibilities and ownership of the program in their 

respective villages. The final list of QRT members is attached in Annexure 1 with the by-laws.   

 

Proposed Activity 1.1.3: Buying of new uniform field dress for Quick Response Team 

members with IEF logo printed. 

The rain coats given in 2016 have become old. Since, new QRT members will be recruited, the 

management would like to buy new uniform for QRT members with IEF logo in it to extend its 

brand as well as to show a simple gesture of appreciation for the contribution in elephant 

conservation field. The uniform given are also to morally boost the local QRT members to work 

hard towards conserving elephants and help understand the importance of elephants in our 

ecosystem. Such activities will also generate awareness amongst the local about the efforts of 

conservationists.  

 

Achievement 

In order to strengthen the existing Quick Response Team in the affected villages, a consultation 

meeting was coordinated wherein issues related to management of Human-Elephant Conflicts 
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were discussed. The consultation meeting helped us narrow down our focus and addresses the 

most pertinent issues confronted by the QRT. Out of many, the most pressing issue raised by 

the members is the lack of skills and equipment while implementing the response activities in 

the field. Therefore, in order to empower the members of QRT and to give them sense of 

responsibility and identity, the project resolved in issuing uniform to the members which includes 

stitched pants and shirts (with IEF logo printed), caps, tough terrian boots and water boots 

(Image 3 and 4).  

 

Image 3: Uniform issued to members of Quick Response Team with International 
Elephant Foundation logo printed (front and back view) 
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Image 4: Active contributors to QRT issued with all-
terrain boots 

 

 

 

 

Image 5: Training slide presented to QRT 
members 

Image 6: Training of QRT members 
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Objective 1.2: To initiate long term human-elephant conflict mitigation measures through 

the integration of available knowledge on elephant behavior. 

Proposed Activity 1.2.1: Plantation of Citrus trees in conflict prone areas. 

One of the strategies to protect homes and agricultural fields from elephants is by growing citrus 

plants around the periphery. This method has been found suitable in reducing the crop and 

home damage by wild elephants. For this reason, we would like to encourage farmers to grow 

citrus plants around their homes and farms. The focus of the current activity will be to 

encourage the people living in elephant movement corridors to plant such trees so as to 

minimize the damage to property and crops as well as enhance their livelihood through income 

generation. It will be done through procurement and distribution of free saplings of citrus tree for 

identified 50 household which are located in the conflict prone areas.  

Achievement 

The government has provided villages (particularly Sipsoo Village) falling within the Elephant 

movement corridors and settlements at the vicinity of the forests with solar fencing to reduce the 

incidence of human-wildlife conflict. The installation of solar fencing has been a very expensive 

affair and showed little success especially in warding off elephant from agricultural land. 

Moreover, failure of electric fencing in some villages due to erratic weather conditions (thunder 

and lightning) and heavy monsoon threatened the effort. The maintenance of electric fencing is 

another challenge which often leads to unsustainability of such practices to create an impact in 

a long run.   

Through this project, bio-fencing was proposed and experimented in villages falling within the 

elephant movement corridors. Bio-fencing through Citrus plantations were carried out as a low 

cost and effective measure to protect the farm land from crop destruction by elephants. This 

activity not only protects the agricultural land from being destroyed by elephants, but also 

improve livelihood of the local people by creating alternative source of income through the sale 

of the fruits. This year, with the help of International Elephant Foundation, we were able to 

supply 25 saplings per households for plantation around the properties of the peoples residing 

in the conflict prone area. The procurement of the Citrus saplings was done through the funding 

support of the project. However, the local people living in the conflict prone areas were 

encouraged to participate in the plantation activities in order to give them the renewed sense of 

ownership to enable the successful establishment of the fruit trees around the settlement and 

their farm lands.  
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Image 7: Citrus tree saplings procured for distribution to farmers 

 

 

Image 8: Distribution of Citrus Saplings to 
Households 

Image 9: Payment made for saplings to the 
Private Nursery Owner 
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Objective 2.1: To enhance elephant conservation program through habitat improvement 

and enrichment. 

Proposed Activity 2.1.1: Create salt licks for Elephants 

Waterholes were created in Sipsoo region and it is in good condition this far. Therefore, this 

project has overlooked into creating waterholes, however, salt licks needs to be made every 

season. There are around four locations were artificial salt licks were created and salts need to 

be added every season in these areas as salt were either used by elephants or washed away 

by rains. The activity will encompass creation of two salt licks in identified areas as a part of 

habitat improvement program. Such activities will help reduce human-elephant conflict as the 

natural habitats of elephants are revived through artificial means.  

 

Achievement 

Two salt licks were created through the funding of this project. The locations of the salt licks 

were identified with the help of local forest officials. The criteria used for identification of the site 

for salt licks were the Elephant movement corridors frequently used by Elephants and also its 

distance from the nearest human settlements. In order to keep the Elephants away from the 

agricultural land and settlements, the salt licks were created in elephant movement corridors 

which are away from human settlements. Along with the creation of new salt licks, salt licks 

created in the previous year through the earlier project were also maintained. The salts were 

added in these sites as the salts added during the previous season were either consumed by 

the animals or being washed away by the heavy monsoon rain. The frequency of elephant visit 

to human settlement compared to the last season was also found to be reduced which mainly 

could be due to the habitat restoration works carried out in the previous year.  

 

Proposed Activity 2.1.2: Plantation of bamboos and grass species to increase available 

forage areas 

It has been observed that elephants move into Bhutan from India in search of forage due to 

habitat loss in nearby states of India. Crop damages can be prevented for our farmers, if we 

plant forage similar to the agriculture crops in the forests. Elephants are known to damage 

banana, maize and paddy the most out of all other crops planted here in Samtse. It is proposed 

that we can plant bamboo, banana and sugar cane grass in the forest. This will reduce the crop 

damage to greater extent. This project also focuses on activity to carry out plantation of 

bamboos and grass species in the forest areas which is preferred by Elephants. Such initiative 

can help prevent Elephant movement into the villages and agricultural fields in search of food 

and other forage areas.  

 

Achievement 

With the involvement of leaders of Local Government and people of Tashichholing (one of the 

primary habitats of elephants), habitat improvement and enrichment works though plantations 

were carried out. A total area of two hectares was mapped for habitat improvement works and 

different plant species were planted at this site. The species like bamboo, banana, fodder trees 

and shelter trees were planted. In order to reach the message of importance of elephant 

conservation, local leaders (Head of Local Government, Sub-district Judge and sector heads) 

and people were invited to participate in the event coinciding with the Social Forestry Day on 2nd 
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of June, 2018.  The plantation activities were not only aimed at improving the habitat of the 

elephants but also to create awareness about the impact of local initiatives in realizing the larger 

goal of conservation. The personnel from Green Bhutan Corporation Limited (pioneer state-

owned Greening Corporation in Bhutan) also participated in the event. Along with increasing the 

forage areas for Elephants, the plantations also helped increase the green cover in the District.  

 

 

Image 10: Habitat enrichment plantation Inaugural at  Tashichholing 

Image 12: Bamboo Plantation for 
habitat improvement Image 11: Enrichment Plantation 

coinciding Social Forestry Day 
Celebration 
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Image 13: Social Forestry Day Planation 
funded by IEF 

Image 14: Green Bhutan Corporation 
participating in enrichment plantation 

Image 15: Local People of Tashichholing 
participating in plantation activities 

Image 16: Working lunch served to the volunteers 
after plantation programs 
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Objective 2.2: To upscale elephant conservation efforts by adequate educational and 

community awareness programs. 

Proposed Activity 2.2.1: Organize educational and awareness programs in schools.  

A similar activity was carried out in two schools in the year 2016 through IEF funding. The result 

was remarkable which gained a lot of attention from students and their views on elephants have 

been completely changed thereafter. In the year 2018, we are once again looking forward to 

educate our young mind on conservation as they could provide necessary leadership in the field 

of conservation in the future. This will not only help create awareness amongst children but also 

develop their interest in the field of conservation. Making students write essays and draw 

posters will help them gain more knowledge about Elephant Conservation and about Human-

Elephant Conflicts. Youth engagement in learning about elephant conservation, behavior and 

ecology, and ways to reduce conflicts between humans and elephants will help them better 

understand the challenges faced by farmers, and become part of the community efforts to find 

solutions. 

 

Achievement 

Sub-activity 2.2.1.1: Awareness Talk on Elephant Conservation in Schools  

Coinciding with the World Environment Day on the 5th of June, 2018, Mr. Sangay Dorji, a 

Forestry Officer by profession, gave awareness talk on importance of elephant conservation in 

Norboogang Central School with an aim to broaden the knowledge of the students on 

conservation. The talk mostly emphasized on the importance of conservation in general and 

elephant conservation in particular, focused on mitigating Human-Elephant Conflict. He 

highlighted the importance of awareness and initiative at local level so as to make huge 

impacts. 

Followed by awareness talk, the students planted 500 tree saplings as a gesture for 

environment protection. This program was designed to commemorate the World Environment 

Day as well as create positive impact through celebration and awareness creation in order to 

reach the message of conservation to larger group of people. The plantation program was also 

initiated as a part of Elephant habitat restoration activity. 

 
Image 17: Elephant Conservation awareness talk to the Students of Norboogang Central School 
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Image 18: Forestry Officials and Students participate in the awareness talk 

 

Sub-activity 2.2.1.2: Educational Awareness Programs 

Through field observations, one of the threats to elephant conservation in Samtse District was 

identified to be habitat degradation through anthropogenic activities. Waste issues in the 

elephant habitat top the list and require immediate attention. As a part of elephant conservation 

project, the Samtse Forest Division celebrated June 5th, the World Environment Day at 

Norboogang Central School with the fund support from International Elephant Foundation. The 

theme for the day was “Beat the Plastics” borrowed from International Environment Day which 

was celebrated in New Delhi, India. This activity was designed in such a way that the student 

gain additional knowledge about conservation of elephant through maintaining pristine habitat 

for the animal and improve its current status through habitat improvement knowledge. Three 

different educational and awareness programs were carried out at Norboogang Central School 

which consists of 525 students and 25 teachers.  

 

There were 3 categories of competition: 

1. Art Competition on the topic “Beat Plastic Pollution for healthy elephant habitat”  

The Art/Poster competition on the theme “Beat Plastic Pollution for healthy elephant habitat” 

was organized. The students were to take part in the art competition focused on exhibiting their 

ideas on preventing plastic pollution in our freshwater ecology and wildlife habitats. The main 

aim of the competition was to upgrade the knowledge of young minds to envision impacts of 

plastic on our pristine ecology and make them think about various ways to mitigate those 

impacts. The program was conducted for awareness and educational benefits it has on school 

going children.  The winners of each category were awarded with cash prizes.  
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Image 17: Poster presented by students during the competition 

Image 18: Judges assessing the poster Image 19: Teachers and forestry officials 
involved in coordinating the program 
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2. Model Exhibition on the topic  “Replace and Re-use Plastics” 

In order to reduce plastic pollution in wildlife habitats, the students were asked to develop 

models for replacing and reusing plastics to prevent it from getting into the natural habitat of 

wildlife. The students came up with exhibits by converting the waste into usable daily household 

items which, at their level, could prevent the plastic from getting into the environment. The 

students came up with creative models which were judged by a panel of Judges. The winners of 

the exhibition were awarded with cash prize for each category set for the competition.  

 

 

 

3. Quiz competition on “Elephants and its habitat” 

Quiz competition on conservation, particularly on Elephants and its habitat was also organized 

to encourage students to participate in such knowledge sharing forums. Attractive prizes were 

also awarded to the students. 

Image 20: Exhibits prepared by the Students for Exhibition 
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Proposed Activity 2.2.2: Conduct awareness programs on Elephant conservation to local 

people. 

It has been observed that it is mostly the unaware farmers whose houses get destroyed or crops 

damaged by elephants. This can be prevented to a large extent, if farmers are aware of Elephant’s 

food and habitat preferences. For this, training workshops and learning exercises will be conducted 

for farmers so that they themselves can take initiatives to prevent such damages. And it is essential 

to share importance of elephants in our eco-system to our general public because if the public 

understands the importance of elephants for overall ecological balance, it will have a positive impact 

in reducing the hunting for elephant tusk to a greater extent. Such awareness program is also 

initiated in order to strengthen the local surveillance efforts to keep a check on illegal poaching of the 

animal.   

 

Achievement 

1. Local people of Samtse have very less knowledge on importance of elephants in the 

ecosystem. Although they can’t be taught the complete science on ecology, explaining to 

them in simple terms and make them realize how wild animals such as elephants play a vital 

role in maintaining a balanced environment, would help make a huge difference. We started 

the first awareness campaign with a small group of villagers in Sipsoo and the second 

awareness campaign with the local people of Peljorling and Singyegang Villages. 

 

 

Image 21: Participants of the local level awareness program 

2. The next awareness campaign was conducted among the Community Forest members 

(Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer) of 52 Community Forests within the Samtse District. 

The reason for choosing these groups of people is because these people are the influential 

as well as educated ones in their communities. It would enable us to reach our messages to 

their family members and community members with a hope to create a greater impact on 
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elephant conservation. The other reason for coordinating awareness to this group of people 

is because they depend on forest for their livelihood and they know the importance of trees 

and other forest produce. Their main income is through extraction of timber and collection of 

non-wood forest produce from the forest demarcated as theirs. 

 

 

Image 22: Participants from Community Forests for elephant conservation awareness program 

 

Proposed Activity 2.2.3: Pitching of waste management signage for public awareness 

(Additional Activity) 

Department of Forests and Park Services have a written rules and regulation for streams and water 

protection. However, awareness to people is very less. As a part of water protection in Elephant 

habitat, a signage was proposed by Norboogang Range and IEF project in Samtse adjusted the 

amount to support the cause as it was found as an important activity to help realize the project’s 

goals, i.e. protecting water bodies in the Elephant habitat from getting polluted. 
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Image 23: Pitching of Signage for protecting water bodies 

DEVIATIONS FROM PROPOSED ACTIONS 

1. After conducting a two days meeting with all the CECC members, it was concluded that 

inactive members and also those who have personal problems at home will resign and new 

members will replace them.  It turned out a total of only 30 old members were left and had to 

recruit 15 more heads than planned to keep the QRT numbers stable enough to bring impact 

during the conflict situations. Therefore, 35 new members joined the QRT list adding to 30 

already existing list. Since, the projected budget for new members was 20 heads and the 

new members almost doubled its sized, training for both the old and  new were conducted 

together to reduce the cost  and instead of issuing water boots and raincoats to only new 

recruited members, a uniform water-boots were distributed to all the updated QRT members. 

2. With coming up of new 35 members and de-listing the 34 old members from the QRT, the 

already existing By-Laws was amended with new list of QRT. The terms and conditions in the 

By-Laws were not changed except for the lists. 

3. As a part of awareness creation and conservation of natural habitats, a signage was funded 

by the project for the protection of streams and water bodies. 

4. It was noticed that there are few members in the QRT who’s been really active and 

contributed towards elephant conservation. They have helped the local people and also the 

forestry officials during the conflict situation. The forestry officials also had to face 34 

members resigning from the QRT membership. To minimize such situations in future and as 

a recognition to the real contributors in the field, the project gave away a 7 pairs of terrain 

boots as an appreciation for their excellent support in fighting the Human-Elephant Conflict 

issues. 

5. Initially, it was planned to buy around 2000 citrus seedlings for bio-fencing purpose. 

However, the prices for the seedlings in the private nursery was little high than expected. The 

nursery was also far from the Tashichholing sub-district. Having to incorporate the 

transportation charge and the new rate, the seedling numbers were reduced to 1,130.  
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PHYSICAL ACHIEVEMENT OF THE PROJECT  

Sl. 

No. 

Objectives Activity Target Physical Progress 

1 Objective 1.1: To strengthen 

existing Quick Response 

Team for better management 

of Human-Elephant Conflict. 

Activity 1.1.1: Strengthen 

existing Quick Response 

Team through skills 

development. 

Skills development for 

existing members of 

QRT and local forestry 

officials  

 Negotiation meeting with CECC 
members for inclusion of QRT 
into CECC framework 

 Completed skill development 
training for existing QRT 
members. 

 Issuance of water boots for all 
existing members (30 numbers) 
and terrain boots for selected 
active members (7 numbers) 

Activity 1.1.2: Increase 

enrollment of new members 

into Quick Response Team. 

Enroll and train 20 new 

members of QTR 

 35 new QRT members enrolled 
and trained. 

 Issuance of water boots and 
search lights to 35 newly 
recruited members to QRT. 

Activity 1.1.3: Buying of new 

uniform field dress for Quick 

Response Team members 

with IEF logo printed. 

Issue QRT Uniform 
printed with IEF logo to 
65 members  

 Issued QRT Uniform printed with 
IEF logo to 65 members (30 
existing members and 35 new 
recruits) 

2 Objective 1.2: To initiate long 

term human elephant conflict 

mitigation measures through 

integration of available 

knowledge on elephant 

behavior. 

 

Activity 1.2.1: Plantation of 

Citrus trees in conflict prone 

areas. 

 

Plantation in identified 

conflict areas of 50 

household 

 Plantation of 1,130 Citrus tree 
carried out for households 
residing in conflict areas 
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3 Objective 2.1: To enhance 

elephant conservation 

program through habitat 

improvement and enrichment. 

 

Activity 2.1.1: Create salt licks 

for elephants 

Two salt licks to be 

created  

 Two new salt licks identified and 
created  

 Maintenance of four salt licks 
created in the previous year 

Activity 2.1.2: Plantation of 

bamboos and grass species to 

increase available forage 

areas 

Habitat improved in 

Peljorling area 

 

 Plantation of bamboos and 
grass species created in 2 
hectares of state forest land 
falling within the Elephant 
corridor in Peljorling 

4 Objective 2.2: To upscale 

elephant conservation efforts 

by adequate educational and 

community awareness 

programs. 

 

Activity 2.2.1: Organize 

educational and awareness 

programs in schools.  

 

Awareness program to 

minimum of 500 

students. 

Essay and Poster 

competition in one 

school 

 Awareness talk on Elephant 
conservation in schools followed 
by plantation of 500 tree 
saplings 

 Education awareness program 
to 525 students and 25 teachers 

 Conducted art competition, 
model exhibition and quiz 
competition on Elephant 
conservation for students 

Activity 2.2.2: Conduct 

awareness camp on elephant 

conservation to local people. 

In all five sub-district of 

Samtse 

 Conducted two local-level 
awareness program on Elephant 
conservation to farmers of 
Sipsoo, Peljorling and 
Singyegang 

 Awareness program to 52 
Community Forest members 
from five sub-districts 

Activity 2.2.3: Pitching of 

waste management signage 

for public awareness 

(Additional Activity) 

-  Completed pitching of waste 
management signage for public 
awareness near streams and 
rivers flowing through Elephant 
habitat. 
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ITEMIZED FINANCIAL REPORT 

 

Sl. No. Items Unit Quantity Price per 

item

Total (Nu) Total 

(USD)

1 Consultation meeting for Inclusion

of QRT into CECC

a Working Lunch for two days Number of 

Participants

140 350 49,000 753.85

2 QRT Skill Development Training

for New and existing members

a Working Lunch for four days Number of 

Participants

80 350 112,000 1723.08

b QRT Members  DSA paid Number of 

Participants

80 215 68,800 1058.46

3 Procurement of Uniforms and

Equipments for QRT

a QRT Field Uniform (stitching and

printing logo)

Numbers 65 2050 133,250 2050.00

b Caps Numbers 65 250 16,250 250.00

c Terrain Boot Pairs 7 1800 12,600 193.85

d Water Boots Pairs 65 500 32,500 500.00

e Search light Numbers 10 1200 12,000 184.62

4 Plantation for habitat improvement

a Seedling Procurement Number of 

Seedling

1600 10 per 

seedling

16,000 246.15

b Transportation of Seedling Truckload 1 10000 10,000 153.85

c Soil Works and Preparation Man-day 50 215 10,750 165.38

d Refreshment and Working Lunch Number of Heads 80 350 28,000 430.77

e Signage for Plantation Number 1 9,500 9,500 146.15

5 Citrus Tree Plantation in Conflict

Prone Areas

a Procurement of Citrus Seedling Number of 

Saplings

1,130 60 67,800 1043.08

b Transportation of Citrus Saplings Truckload 1 5,000 5,000 76.92

6 New Salt Licks creation and

maintenance of older ones

a Salt Procured Number of Bags 20 650 13,000 200.00

b Daily wages for labours for 30 days Number of Labours 6 215 38,700 595.38

c Transportation Cost Truckload 2 6000 12,000 184.62

7 Educational and Awareness

Program

a Refreshment for Awareness talks and

competitions

Number of Heads 550 150 82,500 1269.23

b Prizes for Three categories of

competition

Numbers 3 9500 28,500 438.46

c Procurement of Seedling for plantation

as a part of awareness program

Number of 

Seedling

500 10 5,000 76.92

d Refreshment during Awareness  

plantation

Number of Heads 550 80 44,000 676.92

8 Awareness camps to local people 

(1st)

a IEF Banner Printing Number of Banner 1 5000 5,000 76.92

b DSA for Participants Number of 

Participants

30 215 6,450 99.23

c Working Lunch Number of 

Participants

30 350 10,500 161.54

9 Awareness camps to local people 

(2nd)

a DSA for Participants Number of 

Participants

40 215 8,600 132.31

b Working Lunch Number of 

Participants

40 350 14,000 215.38

10 Awareness to Community Forest Members

a DSA for Participants Number of 

Participants

60 500 30,000 461.54

b Working Lunch Number of 

Participants

60 350 21,000 323.08

11 Stream Protection Signage

a Pitching of Signage Number of 

Signages

1 9500 9,500 146.15

TOTAL 912,200 14,034

BALANCE AMOUNT 1,365 21.00
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT ACHIEVEMENT 

The project on “Human-elephant conflict mitigation through habitat improvement and awareness” 

funded by International Elephant Foundation, upon its completion on the 31st of December, 2018 has 

achieved the following: 

1. The project was successful in instituting and establishing a functional Quick Response Team 

(QRT) in villages falling within the elephant corridor and habitat. The members of QRT will 

undertake the activities and response operations as per the terms of references agreed upon 

in the by-laws. 

2. Besides the existing 30 members of the QRT, the project was able to recruit additional 35 

numbers of members with an aim to strengthen the team and make them effective during 

response activities. 

3. The project helped develop skills and knowledge regarding elephant behaviors and various 

facets of response techniques that can be used to ward-off elephants from human 

settlements and agricultural lands which can contribute towards reducing the conflict as well 

as add on to the conservation efforts of this animal. The training was able to build capacity 

and skills of 65 QRT members (both existing and newly recruited). 

4. In order to recognize their efforts as well as give them sense of ownership, the project was 

able to provide the QRT members with field uniform, caps, water boots and search lights to 

help them provide effective services in the event of conflicts.  

5. The project was also able to contribute to the livelihood of people through plantation of citrus 

saplings in the vicinity of their settlements and farmland. This activity not only helped them 

create avenues for income generation, but also act as bio-fencing for their farmlands in order 

to reduce damage to crops and properties.  

6. Habitat improvement works were successful through the creation of salt licks in the elephant 

corridors as well as undertaking plantation of grasses and fodder species for elephants in the 

forest. Two new salt licks were created in addition to maintenance of older ones. Around two 

acres of forest land were planted with various grass and bamboo species with an aim to 

increase forage areas for elephants. This has helped reduce elephants coming to human 

settlements in search of food. 

7. As one of the main objectives of the project is to develop conservation leaders amongst the 

youth, this project was able to create awareness and impart conservation knowledge to over 

500 students in the district through programs like conservation talks, poster competition, quiz 

competition and exhibitions.  

8. The project was able to create awareness to local stakeholder, mainly the local villagers 

residing in the conflict prone areas regarding importance of initiatives at the local level for 

benefit of both conservation and local livelihood. The trainings imparted and the 

equipment/uniforms issued to the members helped motivate them to take part in conflict 

response activities.  

9. Most importantly, the project help restore conservation values in the mind of the local people 

without who’s help, the project will never be successful. 
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PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT FOR MEDIA RECRUITMENT 

Samtse, Bhutan received yet another grant from International Elephant Foundation for the calendar 

year 2018 on the topic “Human-Elephant Conflict Mitigation through Habitat Improvement and 

Awareness”. Through this project, Samtse Forest Division could mobilize more local people to take 

part in minimizing the Human-Elephant Conflict in Tashichholing, Samtse through formation of Quick 

Response Team and amendment and renewing of the already existing By-Laws named 

‘Community/Gewog Elephant Conservation Committee’.   

It was learnt that one of the reasons for Human-Elephant Conflict is because of wildlife habitat 

destruction. To compensate the destructions, about 2-acres of its habitats were planted with bamboo 

and other shade trees in Sipsoo area. To reach this idea to maximum people, leading government 

officials of Tashichholing were invited as guests along with the local people and the institutions 

affiliated with plantations and it was inaugurated on Social Forestry Day of Bhutan (June 2nd). Two 

new salt licks were created and maintenance of already existing salt licks were also carried out as a 

part of habitat enrichment. For this local people were instructed to carry out the activities for almost a 

month since deputing forestry official for a month was difficult as we have limited number of field 

staff.  

Awareness creation to general people and students was focused during the first phase through 

meetings and gatherings. Through this, the message was delivered to more than 1000 individuals 

directly. After discussions with the school management, the awareness creation was carried out on 

World Environment Day. To have more active participations from students, cash prizes were 

announced. And also to bring more arts and creativity on the table, different categories of 

competition were organized like quiz, models and drawings. Through this the idea on conservation 

studies and professions was also introduced to students whose normal idea of future ambitions are 

Doctors, Teachers, Engineers, and other very common profession known to them.  

Citrus plantation is another new concept brought to the community with multipurpose benefit. Free 

saplings were distributed to every households and during the meeting we encouraged people to 

show interest in such methods rather than abandoning their farming activities or leaving their home 

for another place to avoid such conflicts. Since this plantation is a long term one, its impact is yet to 

be seen. We are hopeful, the result will be positive in future. 

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FACED DURING PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Although, there were no significant problems faced during implementation of this project, the 

implementer faced few challenges which are listed below: 

1. During the first phase of IEF project in 2016, the Quick Response Team was formed 

constituting 64 members. However, with time, the number of members in QRT reduced 

substantially with most members resigning from the team due to lack of man-power at home. 

Out of 64 members initially, after two years, the members declined to 30 numbers. One of the 

main challenges was to keep the QRT members motivated for all times. With no sustainable 

funding mechanism in place for regular supply of extension kits and training, this will be one 

of the issues that need to be addressed in the future.  
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2. Getting a full attendance/participation from every household in one meeting is another 

challenge as every households have their own scheduled field works or personal problems 

and travelling to the meeting venue is sometimes little far from their village. This concluded in 

having to conduct more number of meetings with same content which made the activity 

expensive.  

3. As one of the objectives of the project is to create awareness and educate the students, 

liaising with the school management and taking out time for making students available for 

such awareness programs was a challenge. However, with support from the school 

management, the project awareness activities could be successfully implemented coinciding 

with internationally recognized events like World Environment Day.  

4. While implementing long-term mitigation measures (plantation and QRT formation), receiving 

local support from the communities is often challenging as such measures does not give 

them immediate benefit (especially financial benefits).  

5. In order to document the implementation of the project, a high-end camera is required. Lack 

of such camera in the office resulted in poor resolution photos. All the photos taken for the 

project were from low resolution cameras of personal mobile phones.   

6. Through past experience it was noticed that, establishment of newly created plantation is 

difficult without regular maintenance for around 5 years. For successful establishment of 

plantation created through IEF funding, the division forest office should explore alternative 

funding to support its maintenance for next 5 years. Exploring funding for this activity will be 

another challenge. 

IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT 

Particulars Numbers/ Quantity Names 

Number of Gewog (Sub-district) 
Benefitted 

1 Sub-district  Tashicholing Gewog 

Number of Chiwog (Block) 
Benefitted 

4 Chiwogs   Daangling-Gangjoog 

 Dewachen-Zhiwaling 

  Norjangsa-Peljorling 

 Tashichholing 

Number of Villages Benefitted 7 Villages  Namgaychholing 

 Singyegang 

 Fakanche 

 Jogimara 

 Peljorling 

 Belbotey 

 Norjangsa 

Number of Households Benefitted 124 households From all identified seven villages 

Number of Individuals Benefitted More than 1000 
individuals 

Includes all local people in the 
identified villages, school students 
and teachers, and foresters. 

Number of Elephants Impacted Approximately 110 
numbers of Asian 
Elephants 

This number is as per the data with 
the Samtse Forest Division.  
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BENEFICIARY OF THE PROJECT 

The following are the beneficiary of the project (not in any particular order): 

1. Local People of Tashicholing Gewog, Samtse District 

The local people of Tashicholing Gewog under Samtse District are the main beneficiary of this 

project. Through the funding from IEF, the Quick Response Team was formed which can help 

minimize the damage by elephants to properties and crops during the event of conflict. The people 

also were benefitted by supply of uniform and field gears through this project. Besides above 

mentioned tangible benefits, the training they got help build their knowledge and skills regarding 

human-elephant conflict mitigation measures. This project also gave the people an opportunity to get 

involved in a community effort to resolve human-elephant conflict issues and take ownership of their 

problems and find means to solve it at their level. The involvement of people of common interest to 

achieve a collective goal also helped strengthen community vitality which help contribute in a little 

ways to achieve the national goal of Gross National Happiness. 

2. Students/Youths of School in Samtse District 

The awareness programs organized by Samtse Forest Division regarding importance of elephant 

conservation helped the youths and students to upgrade their knowledge and motivate students to 

do whatever they could in the interest of conservation. As the students are future conservation 

leaders, exposures in the form of talks, quiz and poster competition, and exhibition on conservation 

can help them motivate to take up conservation careers in the future and do more for this common 

goal. The students who won the competition also received cash prizes through this project funding.   

3. Samtse Forest Division 

Samtse Forest Division looks after state reserve forest land which is a prime habitat of Asian 

Elephants in Bhutan. Human-elephant conflict issues are very frequent in the jurisdiction and it has 

been identified as one of the pressing issues in the Division. Due to this, the local people are losing 

confidence from conservation organizations as their livelihoods are being negatively impacted by the 

conflict animals. Through this project, the Samtse Forest Division was able to restore faith in the 

people towards conservation by providing technical support and guidance during the event of 

conflict. Moreover, the Division was able to impart trainings and skill development programs to the 

local people so that they are capable enough to tackle such issues by themselves in the future. As 

funding constraints has always been an issue to carry out such activities, the project contributed 

immensely in supporting such conservation activities financially. This in a way has made the work of 

Samtse Forest Division a lot easier especially when it comes to supporting the livelihood of people 

which are adversely impacted by the human-wildlife conflict issues.  

4. Department of Forests and Park Services, Royal Government of Bhutan 

As one of the mandates of Department of Forests and Park Services is to protect and conserve 

wildlife especially the flagship species like elephants, this project is an important step in fulfilling the 

mandate of the Department. Such projects being supported by IEF helped strengthen Department’s 
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effort in mitigating Human-elephant conflicts. Moreover, the faith of the people is being restored 

through such projects as the people could see the support government and external donors are 

providing to secure their livelihood. Human-wildlife conflict also forms one of the priority issues in the 

Department’s plan and IEF’s contribution has ultimately helped resolve this pertinent issue in 

Samtse District.  

5. International Elephant Foundation 

Although, this project is focused on a small district in Kingdom of Bhutan, it will have a larger impact 

on the overall population of Asian Elephant in the world. This project has contributed in fulfill the 

vision of International Elephant Foundation i.e. ‘creating a sustainable future where elephants thrive 

by linking people and elephants for their mutual long-term benefit’. The posts uploaded in social 

media regarding the project activities helped in Foundation’s publicity works and in spreading 

awareness about IEF’s work across the world. This will indirectly assist the foundation in receiving 

donations from interested individuals and organizations in the future. 

ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECT 

1. Samtse Forest Division, Department of Forests and Park Services 

The following are the roles of Samtse Forest Division during the implementation of the Project: 

a. Project proposal development. 

b. Provide technical guidance and human resources for skill development trainings. 

c. Oversee the activities implemented through the funding of the IEF. 

d. Mobilize human resources to complete the proposed activities 

e. Complete project formalities like reporting (interim and final report). 

f. Coordinate with the Local Government for smooth implementation of the activities. 

g. Seek necessary support from local people during project implementation. 

  

2. Gewog Administration (Local Government), Tashicholing Gewog, Samtse District 

The following are the roles of Gewog Administration during the implementation of the Project: 

a. Mobilize local people for successful implementation of the project. 

b. Act as a linkage between the Forest Division and local people. 

c. Incorporation of project activities in the local government action plan for its sustainability. 

d. Provide other support whenever requested by the Forest Division.  

 

3. Norbugang Central School, Ministry of Education 

The following are the roles of Norbugang Central School during the implementation of the 

Project: 

a. Assist and cooperate during awareness program to the students. 

b.  Coordinate awareness program in close consultation with the forest officials.  
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INTEREST STORY 

Elephants in a dialect is called as “Meme Sangay” meaning “Meme=Grandfather, Sangay=Lord 

Buddha”.  People belief, if they curse or talk ill of Elephants, they have the ability to hear you or 

understand your intentions. Therefore, people of east resettled in Tashichholing worship this giant 

animal and make offerings in its name. And people consider a blessing if they see elephants or if the 

elephants pass by their homes and fields. And they believe that if the elephants raid their crops or 

destroy their properties, its an indication that someone from the house has either cursed the 

elephants or had bad intentions or did some harm in general that they are punished by the 

God=Elephants. Some of them noted that all the homes attacked this far are those who haven’t been 

cooperative or positive in the village. They have noticed that the same house was attacked or 

damaged even though the house seems to be in the middle of the village whereas logically, the 

elephants should have attacked periphery house and fields with good crop harvest. They belief it’s 

their bad intentions and thoughts that’s resulted in elephants taking away the belongings. Through 

forestry officials’ record it was found true about the attacks made and the belief was little 

overwhelming. 

WAY FORWARD  

The activities proposed during the formulation of the project have successfully completed and this 

project played an important role in mitigating human-elephant conflicts, building local capacity as 

well as sustaining the livelihood of the people. The activities could be implemented with the 

necessary funding support from International Elephant Foundation. The Quick Response Team was 

formed with the members from local communities and it has been instituted properly so that it can 

benefit the people in the long run. Although, currently financial sustainability issue was resolved after 

integration of QRT with the Chiwog Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC), it still needs to be 

strengthened so that the funding required for future activities like refreshers course to QRT 

members, equipment supply and other trainings, could be supported independently for long-term 

benefit of the people. Therefore, the local people as well as the forest division should keep exploring 

funds in the future to support capacity building and skill development programs of the QRT 

members. Moreover, in the future, if the funding is available, latest technology could also be 

procured to effectively mitigate human-elephant conflict in the conflict prone areas.   
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ANNEXURE 

Annexure 1: By-Law of Community Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC) 

 

CHAPTER I 

GEWOG ELEPHANT CONSERVATION COMMITTEE (GECC) 

Article I. Name  

The name of this institution shall be the Community Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC, 

Tashicholing Community). 

 

Article II. Purposes  

The purposes of this Community Elephant Conservation Committee shall be:  

i. To integrate the management of human wildlife conflict with the Community level programs. 

ii. To initiate community based insurance programs for insuring agricultural crops against 

damage by wildlife.  

iii. To initiate Quick Response to any wildlife damage through the formation of Quick Response 

Teams (QRTs) 

iv. To initiate community level micro financing activities and Community developmental activities 
v. To promote a sense of biodiversity conservation in the Community   

 
Article III. Community Elephant Conservation Committee  

i. Executive members of Community Elephant Conservation Committee (CECC) will be 
elected by the community and will be composed of a Chairman, a secretary and a 
treasurer.   

ii. The CECC shall hereafter serve as a focal agency within the Community for any future 
activities related to human wildlife conflicts and any other works related to Elephant 
conservation.  

iii. The CECC will develop separate by-laws for different programs like community based 
crop insurance programs and related activities geared towards offsetting the loss through 
human wildlife conflicts, community development. 

iv. An official from Tashicholing Range and the concerned Gewog RNR will be the observing 
members of the CECC who are to provide advice on any technical matters like 
verification and assessment of wildlife damage.   

 

Article IV:  Executive members 

Sl. 
No. 

Position Name Village/Remarks 

a)  Chairman Gembo Dorji Singyegang 

b)  Secretary Dawa Zangmo Peljorling 

c)  Treasurer Rajan Chetri Pinjuli 

d)  Observer Pema Thinley Range Officer, Tashicholing 
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Additional Executive Members after review 

1 Member Lal Uroan Hangay 

2 Member Chezome Hangay 

3 Member Nima Tshering Girigoan 

4 Member Durgay Giri Girigoan 

5 Member Dhanapati Belbotey 

6 Member Thak Bdr Chettri Belbotey 

 
Article V. Duties and Power of Executive members 

i. The Executive members shall be responsible for the implementation of responsibilities 
listed in Article II. 

ii. The Executive members shall be responsible for the growth of fund through fund raising 
initiatives and the management of the fund. 

iii. The Executive members shall be responsible for administration and maintaining the book 
of finance for the smooth functioning of the CECC.  

iv. The Executive members shall be responsible for collecting annual premium and 
disbursing of the cash compensation. 

v. The Executive members shall be answerable to conservation authority for conservation 
activities and financial matters. 

vi. The Executive member shall monitor activities that are listed under CECC. 

vii. The CECC shall seek prior approval from the Concerned Authority whenever a new 
activity such as micro-crediting and ICDP activities are initiated.  

 

Article VI. Membership  

i. The general members of this CECC shall comprise of the willing community members 
with land holdings and cultivation of agriculture crops in Trashicholing Community. 
  

Article VII. Meeting  

i. The annual general meeting of the CECC shall be held at the end of the financial year at 
such date, time and location as determined, from time to time, by the committee 
members or president. 

ii. Special meetings of the general members may be called by the committees or president 
of the CECC and shall be held at such date, time and location as shall be determined, 
from time to time, by the committee members or president.  
  

Article VIII. Quorum  

i. In order for the CECC to take any decision with regard to the spending of Fund, a 

minimum quorum of 2/3 majorities of general members are required. 

Article IX. Monitoring and Reporting 

i. The executive member shall monitor the activities regularly and maintain record of 

compensation. 

ii. The committee shall submit annual report to the concerned government office.  

iii. The concerned government office may monitor the progress of the CECC and its 

activities whenever deemed necessary/required.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM 

Article I. Objective 

i. To reduce the economic loss through crop damage by wildlife  

ii. To gain community’s confidence in conservation & reduce retaliatory killing 

Article II. Beneficiaries 

i. The affected communities of Tashicholing Community.  

ii. The communities shall comprise of 98 Household of 3 Chiwogs under Tashicholing 

Gewog. 

Article III. Management  

i. This crop insurance scheme shall be managed by CECC of Tashicholing Gewog with 

technical support from Department of Forests and Park Services. 

Article IV. Seed Money 

i. The seed money of Nu. 300,000.00 (Ngultrum Three Hundred Thousand) is being 
provided by the Royal Government of Bhutan for the institutionalization of CECC with the 
starting of community crop insurance programs. 

ii. Seed money shall be deposited into fixed deposit account in the name of CECC under 
the joint signatory of Chairman and Treasurer. 

iii. The seed amount shall not be used for paying compensation; only the interest generated 
from the seed money shall be deposited into savings deposit account at the end of the 
year. 

iv. Additional 200,000.00 (two hundred thousand) has been added to the previous seed 
money of Nu. 300,000.00. 

v. Total seed money is now 500,000.00 (Five hundred thousand) in BoB account no: 
101364431, Branch Office, Tashicholing. 

 
Article V. Premium  

i. Annual premium of Nu. 500.00 shall be paid by all members against insuring of crops 
with the Tashicholing CECC. 

ii. The amount of annual premium in the future shall be determined by the general 
membership and shall remain in effect until changed by the general membership with 2/3 
majority vote. 

iii. The insurance premium will be collected in the month of January every year and will be 
deposited into the savings deposit account of the CECC which along with the interest 
from the fixed deposit account will be used for paying compensation for damage to 
insured crops.  

iv. The annual premium will be collected by the Executive members and they are entitled for 
transportation fare and other actual expenses incurred for the benefit of the CECC. 
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Article VI. Insurance coverage 

The general members shall decide on the insurance coverage for crop(s) against wildlife 
in the future which at the moment is decided as follows; 
 

Sl. No. Crop Types Wildlife Types 

1 Paddy and millet Elephant 

2 Maize Elephant 

3 Betel Nut Elephant 

4 Ginger Elephant 

 

Article VII. Sustaining the Fund  

a. For the purpose of sustainability of the program, the CECC shall raise funds through 
following mechanisms which shall add to the savings deposit. 

b. During the closing of the banking year, if there is any amount left after the payment of 
all compensations and financing other activities, the amount may be deposited into 
the fixed deposit account to increase the principal sum of the seed money.  

c. Donations, with prior approval from the approving authority shall be raised by the 
CECC from individuals and organization through various means and efforts, the 
amount of which shall be deposited into the savings deposit account of the CECC. 

 
Article VIII. False compensation claim  

i. For the purpose of crop insurance Thram number with field details (Plot No. & Location 

Name of the field) shall be submitted to the CECC on insuring the crops from that field.  

ii. If any member of the CECC is found making false claims, the committee shall decide 
appropriate course of action. 

 

Article IX. Verification of compensation claim  

i. The CECC will decide which losses are genuine to deserve compensation from the 
CECC money reserve.  

ii. The assessment of damage to crop shall be carried out by the CECC with technical 
support from the concerned Gewog RNR Sector and field forest office if required. 

iii. Crop damage inspection fee for the executive members is Nu. 215 per case. 
iv. Membership Fees collection fee for executive members is fixed at Nu. 30 per house hold. 

 

Article X. Compensation eligibility  

i. The compensation payment shall be entitled only to the registered members of CECC. 
ii. Only the insured crops from the particular field will be eligible for the compensation 

claims.  
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Article XI. Compensation payment  

i. The compensation amount shall be calculated based on the formula as agreed by the 
community with the ceiling of Nu.4000.00 for 1 Acre and above as decided by the CECC 
members in close consultation with the general membership. 

ii. The cash compensation for  damage of crop land measuring less than 1 acre shall be 
calculated as per the following formula: 

Compensation= Nu.40 times the measure of crop land in decimal. 
For Example: for 10 decimal of crop land, calculate the compensation as follows: 
10xNu.40=Nu.400.00. 

iii. The payment of cash compensation for the insured betel nut tree shall be calculated as 
follows: 
1. Betel nut tree bearing fruits:1 tree =Nu.150.00 (revised from Nu.100) 
2. Young betel nut tree without fruits= Nu.50.00 (revised from Nu. 25) 

iv. The insurance premium and only the interest from the fixed deposit account will be 
used for paying the compensation for damages by wildlife.  

v. For withdrawing of compensation from the savings deposit, the cheque shall be signed by 
the Chairman and the treasurer of the CECC.  

vi. The compensation shall be paid once in a year till further amendment.  
 
Article XII.  Zero Claim for compensation  

If there is no (zero) claim in the first year, the first year’s contribution from the community as 
the insurance premium shall be deposited to the fixed deposit account to add up to the 
principal capital amount for the second year and this shall apply to all subsequent years 
thereafter. In such case all the members of CECC shall are entitled to receive the following 
year’s premium reduction reward which shall be decided by the CECC.  

 

Article XIII. Discontinuation of membership   

If any member desires to discontinue the membership to the insurance programs – the total 
premium paid shall be forfeited by the CECC.   

 

Article XIV. Auditing 

            The account shall be subject to annual auditing by an authorized auditing authority 

Article XV. Penalty  

i. In case of the failure of the pilot insurance scheme, depending on the severity of the case the 
seed money shall be liable to be forfeited by the government and deposited into the 
Endowment Fund for Human Wildlife Conflict Management maintained with the Wildlife 
Conservation Division of the Department of Forests and Park Services, Thimphu. 

ii. In case of misuse of money, the person found guilty shall be dealt as per the existing relevant 
laws of the country. 
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CHAPTER 3 

QUICK RESPONSE TEAM (QRT) 

 Objective 
 

i. To immediately respond during wild elephant entry into the villages. 
ii. To reduce human elephant conflicts though community participation. 
iii. To act as steward and custodian of conservation hand in hand with Forest Department 

 
Roles and Responsibilities 
 

1. To form groups and drive away the wild elephants at any hours. 
2. To prevent crop damages especially by elephants and also save structures and life of 

the people by the elephants. 
3. To guide and inform the community of elephant presence in the locality. 

 
Benefits 
 

1. The QRT members will be provided a simple extension kits (rain gear, search lights, 
boots     etc) whenever possible through external supports and funds. 

2. They will be provided hands on training on elephant behavior, mitigation measures 
and other relevant safety precautions. 

3. The team will be selected for short term learning and exposure tours within the 
country and outside whenever possible through external supports and funds. 

 
 

This By-Laws have been read, discussed, agreed and endorsed by the community of Tashicholing 

Community Elephant Conservation Committee represented by the following representatives of the 

community. 

 

 

 

 Gyembo Dorji           Dawa Zangmo 

Chairman      Secretary 

              . 

 

       

     Rajan Chhetri                            Range Officer, Trashicholing 

Treasurer      Observer. 
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ANNEXURE I: CECC MEMBER UNDER PELJORLING CHIWOG: 
 

Sl. No. Name (Head of the gung) Chiwog 

1 Tandin Gyeltshen Peljorling 

2 Dorji Wangdi Peljorling 

3 Rajan Chetteri Peljorling 

4 Dawa Zangmo Peljorling 

5 Pema Peljorling 

6 Tashi Dorji Peljorling 

7 Dendup Peljorling 

8 Harka Bdr Subba Peljorling 

9 Gyananta Giri Garigoan 

10 Madheyni Prasad Sharma Garigoan 

11 Bishnu Maya Sharma Garigoan 

12 Deepak Subbha Peljorling 

13 Karan Bdr Chetteri Peljorling 

14 Tika Bdr Mongar Garigoan 

15 Amber Bdr Darjee Penjuli 

16 Tika Ram Limbu Penjuli 

17 Nima Tshering Garigoan 

18 Narayan Dungyal Garigoan 

19 Lamzang Peljorling 

20 Nawang Norbu Peljorling 

21 Namgay Wangmo Peljorling 

22 Mahandara Chetteri Penjuli 

23 Durga Prasad Giri Garigoan 

24 Ramlal Giri Garigoan 

25 Puniya Prasad Gautam Penjuli 

26 Ran Bdr Rai Penjuli 

27 Kazi Darjee Penjuli 

28 Dili Ram Giri Norjansa 

29 Jevan Kumar Chetteri Penjuli 

30 Tshering Dorji Norjansa 

31 Dhendup Norjansa 
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ANNEXURE II: CECC MEMBER BELBOTEY  CHIWOG 
 

Sl. No. Name(Head of the gung) Chiwog 

1 Tika Ram Darjee Belbotey 

2 Ugyen Dorji Belbotey 

3 Ugyen Tshering Belbotey 

4 Sangay Wangmo Belbotey 

5 Leki Dema Belbotey 

6 Nima Drji Belbotey 

7 Dorji Belbotey 

8 Choejang Belbotey 

9 Dil Raj Rai Belbotey 

10 Manmaya Pradhan Jogimara 

11 Tek Bdr Chetteri Belbotey 

12 Thinley Tenzin Belbotey 

13 Bhakta Bdr Chetteri Belbotey 

14 Pentang Belbotey 

15 Nar Bdr Kumar Jogimara 

16 Deo Kala Bharati Belbotey 

17 Mon maya Lepcha Belbotey 

18 Jivan Kumar Bhujal Belbotey 

19 Purna Bdr Giri Belbotey 

20 Man Kumari Giri Belbotey 

21 Radhika Bhujal Belbotey 

22 Naryan Dhungyel Belbotey 

23 Santabir Gurung Belbotey 

24 Kamala Chetteri Belbotey 

25 Ran Bdr. Gurung Belbotey 

26 Prem Bdr. Kumal Jogimara 

27 Kezang Choiden Belbotey 

28 Sangay Choiden Belbotey 

29 Tshewang Dorji Belbotey 

30 Surjay Bdr Gurung Belbotey 

31 Lachi Maya Mongar Belbotey 

32 Dhanapati Giri Belbotey 

33 Tashi Pemo Belbotey 

34 Kinzang Thinley Belbotey 

35 Sadeo Giri Belbotey 

36 Tikaaram Darjee B Belbotey 

37 Mani Kr. Darjee Belbotey 

38 Kul Bdr Subba Jogimara 

39 Sobit man Kumal Jogimara 
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40 Jai Bdr. Limbu Jogimara 

41 Mon Bdr. Subba Jogimara 

42 Sukmal Kumal Belbotey 

43 Jai Narayan Chetteri Belbotey 

44 Thukur Prasad giri Belbotey 

   

   ANNEXURE III. CECC MEMBER SINGYEGANG 

Sl. No. Name Chiwog 

1 Gyembo Tshering Kalamati 

2 Namgay Tsewang Kalamati 

3 Tek Man Kumi Kalamati 

4 Lal Bdr chettri Kalamati 

5 Jas Maya Mongar Kalamati 

6 Dal Bdr. Chhetri Singyegang 

7 Ramu Uroan Singyegang 

8 Puspalal Chhetri Singyegang 

9 Kamal Prasad Sharma Singyegang 

10 Mango Uroan Singyegang 

11 Sanchawa uroan Singyegang 

12 Lhamo Singyegang 

13 Lal Uroan Singyegang 

14 Bipan Subba Singyegang 

15 Ganga Uroan Singyegang 

16 Chandra Kala Sharma Singyegang 

17 Lachu Uroan Singyegang 

18 Dadi Ram Sharma Singyegang 

19 Sadna Uroan Singyegang 

20 Ramu Uroan Singyegang 

21 Hawai Uroan Singyegang 

22 Gyeltshen Singyegang 

23 Tshering Tenla Singyegang 

24 Ram Bdr Mongar Singyegang 

25 Leela Maya Chhetri Singyegang 

26 Bhaiyalal Munda Singyegang 

27 Sita Ram Munda Singyegang 

28 Zangpo Singyegang 

29 Dema Singyegang 

30 Kezang Singyegang 

31 Jamyang Phuntsho Singyegang 

32 Gyan Bdr Mongar Singyegang 
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33  Prabu Ram Sharma Singyegang 

34 Bishnu Biswa Singyegang 

35 Chandra Kumari Biswa Singyegang 

36 Balaram Thapa Singyegang 

37 Bhim Raj Kumal Singyegang 

38 Jit Bdr Mongar Singyegang 

39 Prithiman Gurung Singyegang 

40 Ranjit Uroan Singyegang 

41 Bandey Uroan Singyegang 

42 John Uroan Singyegang 

43 Danya Prasad Sharma Singyegang 

 

Annexure IV: CECC member of Zhiwaling Chewog 

Sl. No. Name Chiwog 

1 Bondhi Man Giri Zhiwaling 

2 Shivalal Giri Zhiwaling 

3 Jit Bdr Giri Zhiwaling 

4 Tika Ram Giri Zhiwaling 

5 Pushpalal Sharma Zhiwaling 

6 Ram Balatha Sharma Zhiwaling 
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ANNEXURE IV: QUICK RESPONSE TEAM MEMBERS: 

Name of the Village Name of Existing Members Name of New Members 

Norjangsa 1. Durga Prasad Giri 1. Nima Tshering 

2. Gyan Nath Giri 2. Kewal Giri 

 3. Suk Bahadur Subba 

 4. Yeshi Dorji 

Peljorling A 1. Puniya Prasad Gautam 1. Mani Kumar chhetri 

2. Padam Darjee 2. Kinzang 

 3. Sarita Chhetri 

Peljorling B 1. Deepak Subba 1. Rajan Chhetri 

2. Kasi Munda 2. Youngba 

 3. Aita Sigh Rai 

 4. Bhakata Sigh Rai 

Peljorling C 1. Padam Darjee 1. Depak Subba 

2. Youraj Giri 2. Karna Bdr Chettri 

 3. Dhan Bdr Rai 

 4. Pradip Munda 

 5. Bir Bdr Pradhan 

 6. Dhan Bdr.Chhetri 

Jogimara 1. Saranman Subba 1. Sabir  Subba   

 2. Neten Subba 

 3. Purna Bdr Subba 

 4. Ranjit Gurung 

Fakanche 1. Thinley Tenzin  

2. Abi  Raj Rai  

3. Nirpa Raj chettri  

4. Jai Naryan Chettri  

Belbotey A 1. Tshewang Dorji 1. Nirmal Chhetri 

2. Chezang 2. Surjay Dhungyal 

3. Jit Bdr. Tamang 3. Kailash Dhungyel 

 4. Tula Ram 

 5. Ugyen 

Belbotey B 1. Dil Raj Rai 1. Surjay Gurung  

2. Tsampa Tashi 2. Dhanapati Giri  

3. Nima Dorji 3. Binod Gurung 

 4. Anil Darjee 

 5. Ram Bahadur Tamang 

Singyegang A 1. Kamal Chetteri  1. Ram Prasad Sharma 

2. Basant Uroan 2. Lachu Uroan 

3. Lal Uroan 3. Ramu Uroan 

Singyegang B 1. Uttam Mongar 1. Ranjit Uroan 

2. Pema Wangdi  

3. Nidup Tshewang  

Namgaychholing 1. Sherub  

2. Jai Narayan Dhakal  

3. K. B. Chhetri  

4. K. K. Sharma  

5. Bhanu Ram Sharma  
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